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COL L E C T ION

EDITORIAL
Life is a leap into the unknown.
Every minute, every hour, every day is a surprise for those ready to seize it. In 1962,
a young man created a caravan in his father’s cabinetry workshop. And the story
began. In the late 1970s, a trip to the USA inspired Pilote’s founder to design the
first motorhome, and with it a new way of experiencing holidays.
More freedom, independence and the sweet smell of adventure.
Since this first motorhome hit the road, we have travelled a long way together.
Our models have undergone continuous development and our range has
expanded, including the arrival of our vans in 2012. And over the years, we have
innovated even more to improve the safety and sturdiness of our vehicles, as
well as enhancing our interiors to provide living spaces which are even more
functional, stylish and comfortable.
The hunger for once-in-a-lifetime experiences is what has always driven us. More
than the road that we share, what counts is where it takes us… Always closer to
our dreams of discovery and our longing for new lands.
Wherever you decide to go, whatever you desire to see; the choice is yours. We’re
game. Are you?
ALWAYS GAME,
ALWAYS PILOTE.
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LOW-PROFILES

With its large choice of low-profiles, Pilote
lets you take advantage of life’s unique
experiences, where ever your heart leads
you next. Whether you’re a fan of mountains
and wide open spaces, or just love a
good walk through beautiful countryside,
you’re always game, always Pilote.
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P650GJ

LOW-PROFILES

A COLOURFUL
WALK
AMONG
THE UPLANDS
OF HÉRAULT
A TRIP IN A
LOW-PROFILE
TO LAKE SALAGOU

The red earth around the deep blue of the
lake provides a magical contrast. You leave
the comfort of your Low-Profile for a delightful
walk around the lake. On the undulating slopes,
you notice little white patterns. Coming a little
closer, you discover small stones arranged to
form names and hearts by lovers keen to leave
their mark.

+ Large lounge for up to
five people.

+ Two sleeping area height

options (high beds or low beds).

+ Sleeping area extension for a

king-size bed (optional extra).

P650GJ ESSENTIEL
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SURPRISED BY A STORM
In the afternoon, the weather suddenly changes.
You start walking faster as you feel the first drops
of rain. By the time you get to your motorhome,
your light clothes are thoroughly soaked. You
quickly grab some towels from the bathroom to
dry yourself down as best as you can, then go to
the bedroom to get changed.

FOR MORE
INFORMATION,
VISIT
WWW.PILOTEMOTORHOME.UK

A COMFORTING BREAK
A hot cup of tea and a few biscuits to help you warm
up, and the sun re-emerges as the clouds disappear.
The surroundings, deserted by hikers fleeing the rain,
gradually come back to life, and the smell of wet earth
lends a bewitching charm to the natural beauty of
this site.

+ A very cleverly laid-out bathroom: the washbasin
partition swivels to free up shower space.

+ Large, lowered, wall-to-wall storage unit
for easier loading.
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STANDOUT FEATURES
OF LOW-PROFILES
AVAILABLE WITH ESSENTIEL AND SENSATION FINISHES

CHOICE

STORAGE CAPACITY

5 lengths

Large number of storage areas
adapted to your needs

10 different layouts

Skirt locker (optional
on Essentiel and standard
on Sensation)

17 versions available

Independent lowered storage
unit for easier loading with
height adjusted under island
bed (optional)

Nearly 100 customisation
options

COMFORT
TECHNOLOGY

Well designed, practical and stylish
interiors, offering the smoothest
circulation on the market

Xperience 2.0 tablet for easily
managing your motorhome

Cupboard with soft-lock closure

Motorhome certified Class 3
by TRUMA®: the highest level
of insulation on the market

Warm, inviting lounge
with up to 7 seats

Large worktop in kitchen
Comfortable XL sleeping area
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FOR MORE
INFORMATION,
VISIT
WWW.PILOTEMOTORHOME.UK

OVERVIEW
OF LOW-PROFILES

P600P

P650C

P650GJ

P690GJ

P720FC

5.96 m

6.49 m

6.49 m

6.95 m

7.20 m

Seating capacity

4

4

4

4

4

Dining capacity

4+1
optional

4+1
optional

4+1
optional

5

5

Standard sleeping capacity

2

2

2

2

2

Additional sleeping capacity

1

1

1

1

1

Essentiel

880 kg

755 kg

755 kg

675 kg

645 kg

Sensation

-

-

-

635 kg

595 kg

Length

Load capacity

NEW

P720FGJ

P740C

P740FC

P740GJ

P740FGJ

7.20 m

7.45 m

7.45 m

7.45 m

7.45 m

Seating capacity

4

4+1
optional

4

4+1
optional

4

Dining capacity

5

5

5

5

5

Standard sleeping capacity

2

2

2

2

2

Additional sleeping capacity

1

2*

2*

2*

2*

Essentiel

645 kg

605 kg

630 kg

605 kg

630 kg

Sensation

595 kg

585 kg

575 kg

585 kg

575 kg

Length

Load capacity

* Extra sleeping places in the lounge for 1 adult or 2 children.
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LOW-PROFILES
WITH DROP-DOWN BEDS

With its Low-Profile models equipped
with a drop-down bed, Pilote allows you
to optimise interior space and vary your
holiday plans by travelling in larger numbers.
Whether you want to enjoy a trip
to the seaside as a couple or spend
a few days with your grandchildren,
you’re always game, always Pilote.
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NEW

P626D

LOW-PROFILES WITH DROP-DOWN BEDS

A SEASIDE
BREAK IN
THE BALKANS
DRAWN TO
THE LIGHT OF CROATIA

You may have been attracted by its welcoming
climate, its unspoiled landscapes, or its beautiful
little seaside villages. Whatever your reason,
you’ve travelled in comfort all the way to Croatia
as a couple, and here you are, about to arrive
in this Adriatic paradise. Being as compact as a
van, your motorhome allows you to set up camp
right next to the clear blue sea, while enjoying
maximum comfort inside. You’ve packed the
hold with everything you need to enjoy the fun
of the water, including your wet suits.

FOR MORE
INFORMATION,
VISIT
WWW.PILOTEMOTORHOME.UK

P626D ESSENTIEL
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WALL-TO-WALL SUNSHINE
Before you even step out of the motorhome, light
floods into the large lounge and kitchen. Outside,
your pleasure is complete: endless sunshine and
the sea stretching out to the horizon. Perfect for
setting sail and enjoying an unbroken view of the
coast. In less than an hour, you’ve found a boat
and are already heading for open water.

+ A beautiful XXL lounge accommodating up to 7 people
on face-to-face seating.

+ The two long bench seats are perfect for a comfortable
siesta (without having to lower the drop-down bed).

+ The generous interior space enables easy circulation, and
with the large worktop you can cook just like at home.

+ An ideal hold for bringing 2 bikes.
+ 695 kg load capacity for everything you need… and more!
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P626D

LOW-PROFILES WITH DROP-DOWN BEDS

A COMMON INTEREST
IN SAILING
By the port, you meet another couple
of sailing enthusiasts and invite them
to your studio – your P626D that is –
to swap experiences over a drink.
And since you take great pride in your
appearance, you quickly freshen up
in the bathroom, grab a little summer
dress and a shirt carefully stored in your
dressing area, and you’re ready.
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FOR MORE
INFORMATION,
VISIT
WWW.PILOTEMOTORHOME.UK

ROOM FOR ENJOYMENT
You’ve now been chatting for hours, and your
new friends have invited you to come with them
tomorrow morning for a stroll through the streets
of an unspoiled village high above the sea. Sounds
great! But for now, it’s time for bed.

BREATHTAKING ARCHITECTURE
What a sight! Even though it was quite strenuous,
you’re glad you took their excellent advice. But
Croatia has so many exceptional sites that it will
be difficult to choose the next stopover.

+ At 6.20 m in length, enjoy the comfort
of a motorhome in van format.

+ Drop-down bed, 160 cm wide and 200 cm
long. Electric lowering to 80 cm from
the floor for easy, ladder-free access.

+ Bathroom in varying dimensions, with

a large shower and dressing area at hand.

P626D ESSENTIEL
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P726FC

LOW-PROFILES WITH DROP-DOWN BEDS

A FAMILY TRIP
TO UNEXPLORED
IRELAND

A WEEK
IN IRELAND

You’ve done a great job of pretending not to
feel seasick in front of the children, and you
finally disembark on Irish soil. The city quickly
fades away, replaced by the raw beauty of the
elements. You are equally at home on the little
roads of Donegal or in the streets of the fishing
village where you have chosen to spend the
night. After a board game in the lounge, you’re
ready for bed.

P726FC ESSENTIEL
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FOR MORE
INFORMATION,
VISIT
WWW.PILOTEMOTORHOME.UK

THE END OF THE WORLD
AT THE END OF THE STREET
The idea of spending long hours in a large bed
seems perfectly appealing. But then, opening
the door one last time, you happen to hear the
frenzied sound of a fiddle nearby. Irresistible! Your
curiosity leads you to the pub, where the locals
lovingly practice their Celtic musical repertoire
every night.

+ A compact model which has everything a bigger
motorhome can offer.

GONE FISHING
The next day, you’re up at dawn. The light
is incredible. The landlord of the pub has
invited you on a fishing trip not far from
the port, where the waters are brimming
with fish. If things go well, you’ll be cooking
some for lunch. As good a reason as any to
postpone your hiking trip above the sheer
cliffs until this afternoon.

+ Bright lounge thanks to its sunroof and large bay windows.
It holds up to 5 people on its face-to-face bench.

+ Comfortable bedroom: large 150 × 190 cm island bed and

quality bedding with slatted bed frame and BULTEX® mattress.

+ Functional kitchen with large worktop.
+ Bright, wall-to-wall bathroom.
+ Large, lowered, wall-to-wall storage
unit for easier loading.
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P746GJ

LOW-PROFILES WITH DROP-DOWN BEDS

THE ATLANTIC
COAST
WITH YOUR
GRANDCHILDREN
A VIEW OF THE DUNES FROM
YOUR LOW-PROFILE
FOR MORE
INFORMATION,
VISIT
WWW.PILOTEMOTORHOME.UK

A break to put your feet in the water and
enjoy spending time with your grandchildren.
On your schedule, swimming, sandcastles and
crab fishing!
Towels and swimsuits at the ready, you park
your motorhome up the road and walk in
single file down the dirt path to the beach.

P746GJ ESSENTIEL
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LUNCH IN THE SHADE
The sun’s rays are strong at this hour. Everyone
inside! You prepare the meal while the children
set the table.

SIESTA TIME!
The youngest child falls asleep in the drop-down
bed. You take the opportunity to get the football
out and have a kick around with the eldest.

+ Bright lounge and comfortable bench seats.
+ Kitchen in L-layout for more space to move about and plenty of drawers
for your utensils and bottles (compartmental drawers, waste bin and
extractor hood, standard with Sensation and optional on Essentiel).

+ Electric 2-person drop-down bed.
+ Double-partition bathrooms for independent access from
the bedroom or lounge.
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STANDOUT FEATURES
OF LOW-PROFILES
WITH DROP-DOWN BEDS
AVAILABLE WITH ESSENTIEL AND SENSATION FINISHES

CHOICE

STORAGE CAPACITY

4 lengths available

Large number of storage areas
adapted to your needs

11 different layouts
Skirt locker (optional
on Essentiel and standard
on Sensation)

20 versions available
Nearly 100 customisation
options

Independent lowered storage
unit for easier loading
with height adjusted under
island bed (optional)

COMFORT
Well-designed, practical and
attractive interiors with plenty
of space to move about

TECHNOLOGY
Xperience 2.0 tablet for
managing your motorhome
with ease

Ergonomic kitchen designed
for maximum freedom
of movement

Motorhome certified Class 3
by TRUMA®: the highest level
of insulation on the market

Separate shower room,
accessible from sleeping areas
or lounge according to model
2 comfortable, independent
sleeping areas
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FOR MORE
INFORMATION,
VISIT
WWW.PILOTEMOTORHOME.UK

OVERVIEW
OF LOW-PROFILES
WITH DROP-DOWN BED
NEW

P626D

P696D

P696GJ

P696S

P726P

6.20 m

6.99 m

6.95 m

6.96 m

7.15 m

Seating capacity

4

4

4

6

5

Dining capacity

6

6

5

6

6

Standard sleeping capacity

2

2

2 + 2*

4+2

2+2

Additional sleeping capacity

2

2

-

-

2

Essentiel

695 kg

675 kg

595 kg

625 kg

575 kg

Sensation

-

-

555 kg

585 kg

565 kg

P726FGJ

P726FC

P746C

P746FC

P746GJ

P746FGJ

7.20 m

7.20 m

7.45 m

7.45 m

7.45 m

7.45 m

Seating capacity

4

4

4 + 1 optional

4

4 + 1 optional

4

Dining capacity

5

5

5

5

5

5

Standard sleeping capacity

2+2

2+2

2+2

2+2

2+2

2+2

Additional sleeping capacity

2

1

2*

2*

2*

2*

Essentiel

575 kg

575 kg

580 kg

545 kg

580 kg

545 kg

Sensation

525 kg

525 kg

485 kg

505 kg

485 kg

505 kg

Length

Load capacity

NEW

Length

Load capacity

* Extra sleeping places in the lounge for 1 adult or 2 children.
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FIAT CHASSIS A-CLASS MODELS

With its many A-Class models, Pilote
always offers you more comfort and space
to brave every new adventure. Whether
your dream is to discover hidden villages
in the heart of France or to cross
some of Europe’s wild and isolated regions,
you’re always game, always Pilote.
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G720FC

FIAT CHASSIS A-CLASS MODELS

THE BARDÉNAS
DESERT
WITH FRIENDS
LIKE BEING
IN A SPAGHETTI
WESTERN

Sculpted over millennia by wind and water, this
Spanish version of Monument Valley offers some
truly breathtaking landscapes. You decide to go
off-track to park the motorhomes and rustle up
some lunch amid these unique surroundings.
Next thing you know, you’re all in the kitchen
making… spaghetti, of course!

G720FC SENSATION
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A SOARING SHADOW
In this near-arid environment, wild animals have
the place to themselves. Eagles and vultures glide
silently above this 42,000 hectare site, designated
by UNESCO as a biosphere reserve. You take
your binoculars from the glove compartment to
observe a creature which has been circling in the
sky for several minutes.

THE ULTIMATE
PHOTO OPPORTUNITY
It’s incredible to think of the many stories of
bandits and smugglers who found refuge here,
including the famous Sancho Errota, the selfstyled King of the Bardenas. One must-see site
is the symbol of the Bardenas, an impressive
fairy chimney known as Castil de Tierra, literally
“Castle of Rock”.

+ Face-to-face layout providing a welcoming
lounge for up to five people.

+ Enjoy your lounge all day long thanks
to its bay windows and skylight.

+ Move around easily thanks to
the folding table.

+ Kitchen equipped with a large worktop,
large drawers and saucepan drawers.

FOR MORE
INFORMATION,
VISIT
WWW.PILOTEMOTORHOME.UK
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G72OFC

FIAT CHASSIS A-CLASS MODELS

BACK
TO CIVILISATION
An hour before the sun goes down, it’s time
to leave the nature reserve and discover the
neighbouring Spanish villages, reconnecting
with the real world. A good shower followed
by dinner for four on the terrace.

A HIKING TRIP PLANNED
FOR TOMORROW
You go back to your motorhomes and chat
for a while over a cup of tea. Comfortably
settled in the lounge, the plan for tomorrow
gradually takes shape. You have identified a
hiking trail on El Rallón mountain, one of the
most spectacular locations in the Bardenas.
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G720FC SENSATION

AFTER SUCH A GOOD DAY,
THERE’S NOTHING LIKE
A GOOD NIGHT’S SLEEP
You go off to sleep in your own private
areas within the motorhome. It has been
a day of exciting discoveries, and you’re
glad to get back into bed and allow
yourself to slip into a deep sleep.

+ Bedroom with a large island bed

and very comfortable sleeping area.

+ Overhead wardrobes allow space

for a real bedside table and storage
compartments.

+ A large separate bathroom, set apart
from the lounge and bedroom to
provide a wonderfully private and
bright space, thanks to the skylight.

+ Bright bathroom thanks to the skylight.
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STANDOUT FEATURES
OF FIAT CHASSIS
A-CLASS MODELS
AVAILABLE WITH ESSENTIEL AND SENSATION FINISHES

CHOICE

STORAGE CAPACITY

3 lengths

Generous storage throughout
the vehicle

8 different layouts
Storage spaces in the floor,
accessible from inside

16 versions available

Side skirt storage drawer
with Sensation package

Nearly 100 customisation
options

COMFORT

TECHNOLOGY

Well-designed, practical and
attractive interiors with plenty
of space to move about, from
the bedroom to the lounge

Energybox: manage vehicle
maintenance from a
centralised location, with
access from outside

Warm, inviting lounge
with up to 7 seats

Xperience 2.0 tablet for easily
managing your motorhome

Large worktop in kitchen

Double insulated heated
double floor (a Pilote
exclusive)

Comfortable bedroom:
with generous sleeping space

Motorhome certified Class 3
by TRUMA®: the highest level
of insulation on the market

Exceptional panoramic view
4 road seats across all models,
ideal for family trips
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FOR MORE
INFORMATION,
VISIT
WWW.PILOTEMOTORHOME.UK

OVERVIEW
OF FIAT CHASSIS
A-CLASS MODELS
NEW

G690C

G690GJ

G690D

G720FC

6,99 m

6,99 m

7,04 m

7,25 m

Seating capacity

4

4

4

4

Dining capacity

5

5

6

5

Standard sleeping capacity

4

4

2

4

Additional sleeping capacity

1

1

2

1

Essentiel

585 kg

585 kg

585 kg

575 kg

Sensation

525 kg

525 kg

545 kg

510 kg

G740C

G740FC

G740GJ

G740FGJ

7.49 m

7.49 m

7.49 m

7.49 m

Seating capacity

4+1
optional

4

4+1
optional

4

Dining capacity

5

5

5

5

Standard sleeping capacity

4

4

4

4

Additional sleeping capacity

2*

2*

2*

2*

Essentiel

580 kg

540 kg

580 kg

540 kg

Sensation

480 kg

480 kg

480 kg

480 kg

Length

Load capacity

Length

Load capacity

* Extra sleeping places in the lounge for 1 adult or 2 children.
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A-CLASS ON AL-KO CHASSIS

With its A-Class models built on an AL-KO
chassis, Pilote offers you unrivalled indoor
comfort and perfect road handling for your
farthest travels. The large number of storage
areas allows you to bring everything you
need and more. Whether you are heading
for Andalusian coast or Norwegian fjords,
you are always game, always Pilote.
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G781FGJ

A-CLASS ON AL-KO CHASSIS

PANORAMIC
VIEW
OF NORWAY

SEE THE FJORDS
WHILE TRAVELLING
IN A-CLASS COMFORT

You have left familiar landscapes behind you,
much to your delight. Thanks to the comfort of
your A-Class motorhome, the long hours on the
road no longer bother you. The road signs have
changed languages several times these last
weeks when, finally, the captivating landscapes
and the special atmosphere of the Norwegian
fjords are revealed before your eyes.

FOR MORE
INFORMATION,
VISIT
WWW.PILOTEMOTORHOME.UK

G781FGJ SENSATION
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FEED YOUR APPETITE
FOR NEW CULTURES
You find yourself intrigued by Norwegian culinary
habits. You always did love salmon, and here you
discover that it is eaten for breakfast, with eggs
of course!
And if you cooked like a local?
Here, reindeer meat and moose can be savoured in
a variety of sauces, but on Sundays it’s “finnebiff”,
the typical stew found on every dining room table.

+ Beautiful kitchen with large laminated worktop,
extractor fan and high-power cooking hob as
standard on Sensation.

+ Very large comfortable lounge.
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G781FGJ

A-CLASS ON AL-KO CHASSIS

FOR MORE
INFORMATION,
VISIT
WWW.PILOTEMOTORHOME.UK

G781FGJ SENSATION

LONG ARCTIC NIGHTS
In this country where come winter the nights
grow long and dark, you appreciate the
comfort of a real bed, as comfortable as your
bed at home.
You decide to extended your stay because
it also happens to be the ideal time for
observing the aurora borealis. You’re sure to
be thrilled by the view of its green glow from
the skylight of your motorhome. The beauty
of this moment, surreal and suspended in
time, will stay with you forever.
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TAKE EVERYTHING
YOU NEED AND MORE
The large storage capacity lets you store
supplies and carry an impressive amount,
even your cumbersome fishing rods.

+ Double floor with spacious storage areas
on AL-KO chassis.

+ Large bedroom with backlit headboard
and BULTEX®.

+ Beautiful bright bathroom with double
partition, slatted shower floor as
standard with Sensation package.
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STANDOUT FEATURES
OF AL-KO CHASSIS
A-CLASS MODELS
AVAILABLE WITH ESSENTIEL AND SENSATION FINISHES

CHOICE

STORAGE CAPACITY

2 lengths

Wall-to-wall double floor
gives you space to take
everything with you, even skis
and fishing rods

4 different layouts

Inside and outside
storage access

8 versions available

Nearly 100 customisation
options

TECHNOLOGY
Xperience 2.0 tablet for easily
managing your motorhome

COMFORT
Well-designed, practical and
attractive interiors with plenty
of space to move about, from
the bedroom to the lounge

Heated double floor
(exclusive by Pilote)

Large kitchen and worktop
with lots of open space

SAFETY

Comfortable bedroom with
generous sleeping space

Excellent road handling thanks
to AL-KO chassis
Bright, welcoming lounge
for sharing moments
with family and friends

Stability with a lower centre
of gravity and widened track

Exceptional panoramic view
Rear suspension units
with separate wheels
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FOR MORE
INFORMATION,
VISIT
WWW.PILOTEMOTORHOME.UK

OVERVIEW
OF AL-KO CHASSIS
A-CLASS MODELS

NEW

NEW

G741FC

G741FGJ

G781FC

G781FGJ

7.49 m

7.49 m

7.89 m

7.89 m

Seating capacity

4

4

4

4

Dining capacity

5

5

5

5

Standard sleeping capacity

4

4

4

4

Additional sleeping capacity

2*

2*

2*

2*

Essentiel

520 kg

520 kg

1,270 kg

1,270 kg

Sensation

490 kg

490 kg

1,240 kg

1,240 kg

Option

Option

Standard

Standard

Length

Load capacity
HGV

* Extra sleeping places in the lounge for 1 adult or 2 children.
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THE 5
PILOTE
COMMITMENTS

ALWAYS
GAME
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ALWAYS
MORE COMFORT
Thanks to its excellent liveability,
the quality of finish and the perfect
insulation in the living area for
travelling in summer and winter alike.

ALWAYS
MORE CHOICE
With a wide range of customisable
Low-Profile and A-Class models.

ALWAYS
MORE SPACE
With smart, ergonomically-designed
interior fittings.

ALWAYS
MORE PEACE OF MIND
With road tests made on
the most demanding route
in Europe and testing certified
by independent professionals.

ALWAYS
BY YOUR SIDE
An extensive certified European
network and GP Assistance
service available 24/7.
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FROM -20°C
TO 40°C

ALWAYS
PILOTE
Point by point, discover how the ISOTEK structure
allows you to be ready for anything, all year round.

3

4

2

1

8

6

5
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7

STRUCTURE

1

3

FLUSH-FITTING WINDOWS

2

Thanks to the double glazing with
aluminium anti-intrusion frames, these
flush-fitting windows improve the thermal
insulation and safety of your motorhome.

WALL INSULATION

4

On the sides, the ceiling and the floor,
the walls are built with a STYROFOAM
INSULATION core. Moisture resistant
battens and aluminium inserts ensure the
vehicle and its furniture are perfectly stable.

5

POLYESTER SKIN UNDER
THE CHASSIS

CHASSIS EXTENSION
AND REINFORCEMENT
Your chassis will not sway at the rear.
With its resistant structure, your
storage area can support considerable
weight, ensuring your towing capacity
is optimised.

These fasten together securely on
the sides and roof. They prevent any
deformation of the structure, making
the motorhome durable and robust.

ANTI-HAIL ROOF
This dent-proof polyester overlap
roof is hail and impact resistant.

6

ALUMINIUM SKIRTS
This skirt protection is solid and
easy to reshape into the bodywork
in the event of impact.

It provides the vehicle with perfect
waterproofing under the chassis.

7

ALUMINIUM PROFILES

8

DOUBLE SEAL DOORS
All doors feature a double seal and
compression locks to ensure perfect
waterproofing and insulation for
the storage area.

    CLASS 3: OPTIMUM HEAT INSULATION
Tested in a cold room,
Pilote motorhomes have obtained
the top certification - Class 3for their insulation quality.
Brought down to -15°C,
the motorhome came back up to
+20°C in just over four hours*.
This excellent performance was made
possible by innovations brought to
the assembly procedure, including:
• A new floor design on Low-Profile
and A-Class models.
41

• Adoption of a new insulating material
for the wastewater tank and the wheel
housings which has proven qualities of
lightness, rigidity and insulation.
• The introduction of battens made from
fibroplast (polyurethane reinforced with
fibreglass) into the floor and sides. These
battens are more rigid, providing a solid
sides-to-floor connection and entirely
eliminating thermal bridges.
* Measurements taken at several points,
with a TRUMA® 6 heating system.

STOP
AFTER STOP

ALWAYS
PILOTE
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YOU ARE UNIQUE,
YOUR MOTORHOME
SHOULD BE TOO
With no less than 33 models and
hundreds of customisation possibilities,
create your motorhome according to
your personal travelling needs and
desires.
Discover, in these pages, the essential
features of a truly unique motorhome,
from rims to engine specification, not
forgetting decoration.

CONFIGURE
1

VEHICLE

2

FINISH

3

TECHNICAL
CONFIGURATION


4

INTERIOR
FURNISHING


5

ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT
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CONFIGURE

1. VEHICLE

BODYWORK
AND DIMENSIONS

2. FINISH

3. TECHNICAL CO

LAYOUTS
Choose the interior most suited
to your way of life.

G690C
C for island
bed

G740GJ
GJ for twin
full-width
beds

G781FC
FC for faceto-face bench
seating and
island bed

G781FGJ
FGJ for faceto-face bench
seating and
twin beds

C690G
G for full-width
bed

P726P
P for rear
off-side bed

C690S
S for bunk beds

G690D
D for dressing area
(no permanent bed)

LOW-PROFILE
FROM 5.96 TO 7.45 m
With their compact cabs, the Low-Profile models
offer undeniable driving comfort. Designed on
a Fiat CCS chassis, Pilote’s Pacific range provides
the reliability and sturdiness of all its vehicles:
anti-roll bars for added stability, adapted tyres,
wider rear wheelbase for superior road handling,
and low-slung chassis.

A-CLASS
ON FIAT CCS OR AL-KO CHASSIS
FROM 7 TO 7.89 m

The A-Class models offer a huge windscreen,
much appreciated by those who like to watch the
sun going down from their lounge. And fans of
generous dimensions will also appreciate the large
cabin and wide dashboard. On a Fiat chassis up
to 7.49 m, the Galaxy range guarantees superb
reliability and excellent road handling. Galaxy
models also come on an AL-KO chassis, a high-end
benchmark offering safety, durability and great
driving comfort.
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5. ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT

LOUNGE

BEDROOM

Road-side lounge in Low-Profiles
Needs no alteration before on-road travel

Island bed
Great sleeping comfort with space at head of bed

Face-to-face lounge
Features large bench seats and easy circulation

Twin beds
Available in low beds, high beds or king-size full-width bed
versions

L-shaped lounge
Particularly welcoming and comfortable

No permanent bed
For an exceptional living space
Also available: wall-to-wall bed, bunk beds, rear off-side bed
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CONFIGURE

1. VEHICLE

2. FINISH

3. TECHNICAL CO

FINISH

PILOTE OFFERS YOU TWO FINISHES
Select the equipment and comfort package that best suits your needs.

ESSENTIEL
CHASSIS - ENGINE
Euro 6D engine 2.3 l - 140 hp Multijet 2.
ABS - anti-lock braking system.
ASR: traction control system.
ESP: electronic stability programme.
Traction+ with speed control on
descent.
• 75 l diesel fuel tank.
•
•
•
•
•

EXTERIOR
• Fog and daytime running lamps
with LED.
• 15” steel rims.
• Puncture repair kit.

CAB EQUIPMENT
• Cup holder, memo board and USB port.
• Central locking and electric windows.
• Electric, auto-defrost wing mirrors on all
models. Wide angle and blind spot on
Low-Profiles.
• Driver/passenger airbags.
• Speed regulator and limiter.
• Manual cab air conditioning.
• Covered swivel cab seats,
height adjustable (except in 696S
and Coach-Built models).

SENSATION

LIVING AREA EQUIPMENT

• Skydome in Low-Profiles with
drop-down bed.
• External LED lights.
• Cab blinds.

MULTIMEDIA
• Xperience 2.0 digital control panel.
• Pre-wiring: car radio aerial, cab/living
area speakers, reversing camera, solar
panel and automatic satellite dish.
• Adjustable TV bracket and power
supply.

ENERGY
• Combi 4 or 6 according to vehicle.
• Compartment for 2 × 13 kg gas bottles.
• Simple regulator - TRUMA® Crash
Sensor.

KITCHEN
• Unit with drawers and saucepan
compartments.
• Hob with cover.
• Automatic fridge.
• 230 V and 12 V sockets, double USB
port.

BATHROOM
• Skylight with blind and flyscreen.
• Toilet with removable wheeled module.
• 230 V socket.

BEDROOM
• Comfortable Bultex® mattress for
permanent bed.
• Slatted bed frame.
• Headboard with backlighting.
• 230 V socket and double USB port.

LOUNGE
• Panoramic sunroof.
• High-density foam bench seat.
• Electric drop-down bed in Low-Profiles,
manual drop-down bed in A-Class
models.

A-CLASS
STAND OUT FEATURES
• Frost-proof wastewater tank.
• Electrically operated retractable
step.
• AGUTI® height-adjustable swivel
seats.
• Central locking driver door,
two-point lock, electric windows.

ENERGY

BATHROOM

Includes the ESSENTIEL finishes
+ the following equipment:

• Frost-protected wastewater tank in
Low-Profiles (standard in A-Class models).

EXTERIOR

HOLD AND EXTERNAL
STORAGE UNITS.

•
•
•
•

• 16’’ black finish alloy rims.
• Sensation rear panel.
• Sensation exterior stickers.

CAB EQUIPMENT
• Leather steering wheel and gear
stick knob.
• Aluminium grey trim on vent.
• Chrome counters.
• Hands-free kit and steering wheel
controls.

LIVING AREA EQUIPMENT
• Skydome for Low-Profile models.
• Living-room door entrance lighting.

FIND OUT MORE
IN THE TECHNICAL
DOCUMENTATION
OR AT
WWW.PILOTEMOTORHOME.UK

•
•
•
•
•
•

Hold lighting.
Stowing bars.
Storage containers.
230 V socket.
Cold/hot water spray in rear hold.
Side skirt storage drawer.

Slatted shower floor
Fold-up towel rack
Additional mirror.
LED atmospheric lighting

BEDROOM
• Extra sleeping space (length 170 cm)
on twin beds.
• Reading lights in bedroom.
• Wardrobe lighting.
• Storage units and bedside lighting
on island bed.

LOUNGE
• Window above bench seat on
passenger side, depending on layout.
• Low-Profile models have a bench corner
in road-side lounges.

KITCHEN
• Integrated waste bin and compartment
accessories.
• Hob with cover: 2 powerful gas rings
of 1.5/2.5 kW according to layout.
• Extractor fan with LED lighting.
• Indirect lighting under skirting.
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A-CLASS
STAND OUT FEATURES
• Twin wide angle and blind spot
wing mirrors
• AGUTI® Lounge swivel chairs,
height-adjustable.

ONFIGURATION
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5. ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT

TECHNICAL CONFIGURATION

POWER

DRIVING COMFORT

New, more powerful engines:
140 hp

160 hp

Standard on all Pilote vehicles.
Thanks to its more powerful torque
(+12%), the new Fiat Euro 6D 120 hp
offers excellent performance.

180 hp

• Steering wheel radio control.
• L eather steering wheel and gear knob

• Chrome counters
• Grey dashboard.

Standard equipment with Sensation, optional with Essentiel.

As an optional extra
for all vehicles.

THE FIAT EURO 6D
Higher performance and comfort, lower
consumption and CO2 emissions, plus AdBlue®.
A truly future-proofed vehicle.

TRANSMISSION
MANUAL
Standard on all vehicles Ideal for traditional driving

AUTOMATIC
New nine-speed transmission for maximum driving
comfort. Available with 140 to 180 hp engines,
it must be combined with 16” alloy rims.

RIMS
15” or 16”, sheet-steel or alloy, your motorhome’s rims
can be customised to suit your tastes and purposes.

ENERGY
VEHICLE WEIGHT
3.5 t
As standard for all Low-Profile and A-Class models
in Essentiel and Sensation finishes. A type-B licence
can be used to drive vehicles of this category.

3.65 t
Available on all vehicles The benefit of a heavy vehicle is
its higher loading capacity. This makes it possible to bring
all your equipment onboard and add any desired optional
extras to improve your vehicle’s comfort and autonomy.

Fit out your motorhome according to your needs:
• One or two 100 W high-power mono-crystalline
solar panels.
• Leisure battery: AGM, gel or lithium
to associate with a Booster.

HEATING SYSTEM
TRUMA® 4 OR 6 ACCORDING TO VEHICLE
Europe’s most compact heating system, for air and water,
running on gas and electricity.

TRUMA® 6EH
Option of using the heating system on 230 V.

4.25 t 4.4 t AND 4.5 t
Standard on G781 and optional on all other vehicles.
Opt for the Heavy chassis for even more safety,
loading weight and towing capacity.
4.4 t chassis on Fiat CCS paired with a 160 or 180 hp
engine. The 4.5 t chassis is on Fiat AL-KO.

ALDE + EXCHANGER WITH PUMP.
Option available on some vehicles for
maximum heating comfort.
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FOR A DETAILED
LIST AND
PRICES, SEE THE
TECHNICAL GRID.

CONFIGURE

1. VEHICLE

BENCH SEATS

2. FINISH

3. TECHNICAL CON

WOOD
Matt or gloss wood for your
choice of finish.

MATT
COUNTRY

JURA

PERLE

Plain fabric bench seat
(see example on page 6).

Luxury leather bench seat.
(see example on page 32).

MATT ASPEN
A matt wooden
surface.

GLOSSY WHITE
AND COUNTRY
PLUME

CLUB

Plain imitation leather bench seat
(see example on page 12).

Two-tone imitation leather
bench seat
(see example on page 24).

ASPEN AND
GLOSSY WHITE
In a bi-material
version, wood
and glossy white
laminate, for a
more luminous
interior.

ASTRAL
Two-tone, bi-material imitation
leather and fabric bench seat.
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CUSHIONS
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KITCHEN
Chic black or luminous white: create your harmony.

ALASKA

ALONG

LUCIDO WHITE
White backsplash, worktop and lounge table
(see example on page 12).

BRISBANE • See example on page 24.

BOHÈME

MIKA BLACK
BALI • See example on page 16.

Black backplash, worktop and lounge table
(see example on page 32).
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FIND OUT MORE
ON PILOTEMOTORHOME.
UK.

CONFIGURE

1. VEHICLE

2. FINISH

COMFORT

MULTIMEDIA

COMFORT PACK

TV/SATELLITE PACKS

3. TECHNICAL CO

• Central locking.
• Flyscreen.
• Luxury glazed door.
• Cab blinds (sliding on Low-Profile, privacy
on A-class).
• Cab carpet.
• Electrically operated steps for Low-Profiles.

Sat60 Pack
• Full HD TV.
• Auto Single 60 cm Eutelsat
satellite antenna*.

Sat85 Pack
• Full HD TV.
• Auto Twin 85 cm Eutelsat 5
satellite antenna*.

Combine the Astra demodulator to expand the reception area.
*Our dealers can provide information on the exact coverage areas.

MEDIA PACKS

7” media pack
• 2DIN 7” car radio.
• DAB.
• Reversing camera.
• Speakers in cab
and living area.

RELAX PACK
• Awning.
• 2-place bike carrier.

8” media pack
• 2DIN 8” car radio.
• DAB.
• Reversing camera
(GPS option).
• Speakers in cab
and living area.
• Compatible with
Apple Car Play
and Android Auto.
10” media pack
• 2DIN 10” car radio.
• DAB.
• Speakers in cab
and living area.
• Reversing camera.
• GPS.
• Compatible with
Apple Car Play
and Android Auto.
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STORAGE
SLEEPING AND
DINING AREA

SIDE SKIRT
STORAGE DRAWER

Available as an optional
extra (depending on the
model), it provides extra
sleeping space for one
or two people according
to vehicle size.

Giving you lots of very
useful extra storage.
Exclusive to Low-Profiles
and also available for
A-Class models. Standard
with Sensation package.

ADDITIONAL
SLEEPING AREA
Convert your twin
beds into a 170 × 205
king-size bed with
the inter-bed extension
option.

ELECTRIC
PULL-DOWN BED
Ideal for travelling as
a group of four while
retaining two sleeping
areas.

ELECTRIC HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE ISLAND BED
AND STORAGE AREAS
Available in layouts with a island bed.

STORAGE HOLD EQUIPMENT
KITCHEN
GAS COOKER
An ideal option for food lovers who like to cook in
their motorhome as they would in their own kitchen.

36 l OVEN
Available on all vehicles.

EXTRACTOR HOOD
Standard with Sensation package.

BATHROOM
SLATTED SHOWER FLOOR
So as not to dirty your shower tray when you only need
access to the washbasin.
Standard with Sensation, optional with Essentiel.

SHOWERHEAD
Hot and cold water accessible from the hold.
Standard with Sensation package upwards.

HOLD LIGHTING
two lights in the hold.
Standard with Sensation package upwards.

STOWING BARS
For attaching your equipment.
Standard with Sensation package upwards.

OTHER FEATURES
5th ROAD SEAT
Option available according to the vehicle and
the remaining load capacity after equipment.

FOLD-UP TOWEL RACK
Very handy for towels, as well as for rain gear.
Standard with Sensation, optional with Essentiel.
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FURTHER OPTIONS
CAB BE FOUND IN
THE TECHNICAL
GRID OR BY VISITING
YOUR DEALER!

ALWAYS
GAME
ALWAYS
PILOTE

Route du Demi-Bœuf
44310 LA LIMOUZINIÈRE - FRANCE
Tel.: +33 (0)2 40 32 16 00
www.pilote-motorhome.uk
Legal seats take into account basic and standard equipment with a tolerance of +/- 5%. 5 %. Available load capacity figures are the difference between Maximum
Technically Permissible Laden Mass and Mass In Running Order. The manufacturer undertakes to provide a motorhome with an actual Mass In Running Order
within the 5% tolerance of the indicated Mass In Running Order used for type approval. Caution: additional optional equipment and accessories are not included in
motorhome Mass in Running Order figures. Consequently, these will systematically lead to a reduction in available load capacity. Similarly, the significant weight of
the additional accessories offered on the market must also be deducted from the motorhomes’ available load capacity. Consequently, fitting such accessories may
require a reduction in passenger numbers. Compliance should therefore be ensured with all maximum authorised mass figures (total and per axle) once the vehicle
is fully laden. Maximum towing limit is chassis data linked to the type approval of the vehicle. Depending on the kind of tow-hitch to be fitted to the vehicle and the
specific values given by the tow-hitch manufacturer, the maximum mass of any trailer that may be towed by the vehicle may be lower. Tow-hitch strength rating
(especially values D and S) are stamped on a plate fixed to the tow-hitch. D enables the maximum towing weight to be calculated using the following formula: MTL
= D × T/[(9.8 × T)-D], where: MTL = maximum towing limit (in tonnes); T = gross vehicle weight (GVW) (in tonnes); D = value (in kN) taken from tow hitch. Example: if
D = 11.3 kN for a 35 L base, the maximum towing limit (MTL) will be the following: MTL = (11.3 × 3.5)/[(9.8 × 3.5)-11.3] = 1.72 t (or 1720 kg). For a maximum towing limit
for a vehicle that can be up to 2.5 t. Any motorhome driver using a type-B licence issued in France before 20 January 1975 can drive a motorhome with a Maximum
Technically Permissible Laden Weight of over 3.5 t. In order to make use of this exemption in France (recognised throughout the EU), the licence holder simply has
to go to the préfecture to have the following code added to the licence: “79: B camping-car > 3,500 kg”. The vehicles photographed in this catalogue may include
optional equipment subject to extra cost. As Pilote vehicles are sold in several European countries, their technical specifications and equipment may vary from one
country to another. Details concerning vehicle delivery, appearance, power, dimensions and weight – factory tolerance deviations (+/- 5% maximum) are possible
and permitted – correspond to the information available at time of printing. These details correspond to European approval directives but may nonetheless be
changed up to the moment of purchase or delivery of the vehicle. For a precise definition of the models available in each country, your dealer will be pleased to
advise you. Before placing your order, please consult a dealer for the latest details of the product and the collection. This brochure corresponds to the information
available at time of printing. Although every care has been taken in the production of this document, printing errors may still be possible. We reserve the right to
make changes to equipment or improvements to products for current-year models, without prior notification. Stylistic and decorative elements which have been
used to complement the visuals in this catalogue are not part of the vehicle or the delivery service. Although every care has been taken in its production, this
catalogue does not constitute a contractual document.
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